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Abstract

This paper provides an empirical assessment of the prevalence and determinants of cross-state social exchanges and attachments among Latin American immigrants living in the United States. As we shall show, using data from a recent survey of Latin American migrants living in the United States, migrant cross-state social action comes in a variety of types, with the direction of conditioning factors differing from one type to another. Moreover, social and political incorporation in the United States, reduces affective ties and provision of material support, all the while facilitating other forms of cross-state social action. Consequently, while international migrants regularly engage in trans-state social action, the paper shows that neither transnationalism as condition of being, nor transmigrants, as distinctive class of people, is commonly found.
At the turn of the 21st century, "globalization" is the order of the day. With international migration bringing the alien "other" from third world to first, and worldwide trade and communications amplifying the feedback traveling in the opposite direction, the view that nation-state and society normally converge has waned. Instead, social scientists are looking for new ways to think about the connections between "here" and "there," as evidenced by the interest in the many things called "transnational". Those studying international migration evince particular excitement. Observing that migration produces a plethora of connections spanning "home" and "host" societies, these scholars proclaim the emergence of "transnational communities" (see Glick Schiller, et. al., 1992; Smith and Guarnizo, 1998, Portes et. al., 1999, Dewind and Levitt, 2003, and accompanying articles in *International Migration Review*, V. 37, 3).

This paper casts a skeptical view on this new scholarly consensus. Agreeing that international migrants regularly engage in trans-state social action, the paper contends that neither transnationalism as condition of being, nor *transmigrants*, as distinctive class of people, is commonly found. As we shall show, using data from a recent survey of Latin American migrants living in the United States, migrant cross-state social action comes in a variety of types, with the direction of conditioning factors differing from one type to another. Moreover, social and political incorporation in the United States, reduces affective ties and provision of material support, all the while facilitating other forms of cross-state social action.

The paper will first outline two broad perspectives on immigrant "homeland" and "homestate" ties. The paper will then assess these perspectives in light of data from the
2002 Pew Hispanic Survey, a large-scale, representative, telephone survey of Latinos in the United States, containing a large foreign-born oversample.

**Immigrant transnationalism: the play of the debate**

Evidence of ties that the scholars call “transnational” abounds. To begin with, the reality of “immigration” diverges from the definition employed by dictionaries and social scientists alike, namely, migration for settlement. While some migrants do move to settle and others settle despite initial plans to the contrary, today’s mass international migrations entail movements of other type, including return migration, repeat migration, and circular migration, as well as migration for settlement. Such flows leave large numbers of persons moving back and forth, not certain where to settle, let alone how much importance to place on the connections between “here” and “there”. The passage of so many people moving across borders generates a huge, subsequent flow of information, goods, and perhaps, most importantly, money, moving back and forth across borders.

A variety of factors amplifies the impact of these exchanges. The literature tells us that changes in technology are crucial: though the simple letter did a remarkably good job of knitting together distant trans-oceanic contacts during the migrations of the last turn of the century, today’s migrants can communicate with the stay-at-homes in any number of ways, doing so with a speed and immediacy that, in the view of many experts, keeps migrants and stayers firmly connected. Likewise, shifts in receiving societies also facilitate the expression of home-place attachments. Whereas ties to home and host country were previously seen as mutually exclusive, today’s appears to many scholars as a more relaxed political and ideological environment: in particular, the shift from melting
pot to multiculturalism has legitimated the expression of and organization around home
country loyalties.

Defining the phenomenon As the literature noted right from the outset, not all
international migrants exemplify the new form: some are simply sojourners, for whom
the displacement is experienced as temporary and hence never put down roots; others are
"immigrants" in precisely the sense defined by the dictionary, in that they have left home
in order to settle down in a new place (Glick Schiller et al, 1995; Glick Schiller, 1999).
Those who keep up the here-there connections, by contrast, can be identified as migrants
of a particular type: "those who retain ties to their homeland (Mahler, 1998: 72)." In the
words of anthropologist, Nina Glick-Schiller, these are the transmigrants: "persons who,
having migrated from one nation-state to another, live their lives across borders,
participating simultaneously in social relations that embed them in more than one nation-
state" (2003). While contending that this latter definition lacks conceptual clarity,
Portes and his collaborators are no less insistent on the bounded nature of the group
involved in host-home interactions: for these authors, "it is the rise of a new class
(emphasis added) of immigrants, economic entrepreneurs or political activists who
conduct cross-border activities on a regular basis, that lies at the core of the phenomenon
(Guarnizo, Portes, and Haller, 2003: 1213)." From this perspective, transnationalism is
the "condition of being" of the transmigrants, engaged in a complex but fundamentally
closed set of relationships, so encompassing as to virtually erase the distinction between
"here" and "there."

Delimiting the phenomenon does have its advantages; but as various authors note,
the hardness of the conceptual boundaries asserted by the scholars may be at variance
with a migrant reality that takes a more diffuse form. As suggested by Levitt (2001) and Itzigsohn et al. (1999), “transmigrants” are but one set of actors in the broader, transnational social field, where transnational practices vary greatly in frequency and intensity. Transnational practices may be constant, periodic, or just occasional; likewise, they may occur consistently across multiple social domains – politics, economics, or culture – or may be limited to just one.

*Incidence and prevalence:* Whether defined in broad or narrow terms, the incidence of immigrant cross-state exchanges and loyalties has been established beyond doubt; still up for debate, however, are questions related to the prevalence of migrant cross-state social action and to the conditions and characteristics that either facilitate or hinder sustained home-host ties. As Mahler noted almost a decade ago, the early ethnographic work published in Basch et al’s *Nation Unbound* provided “detailed information on a limited set of activities and practices, [but] not a clear picture of the breadth of the social field, nor of the demography or intensity of players’ participation in the activities people engage in (Mahler, 1998: 82).” Although Glick Schiller and associates had actually contended that “settlement often fostered transnationalism (1995: 54),” a statement so broad is not very helpful, as one still doesn’t know whom, among the settled immigrants, maintain here-there ties, nor why. And in any case, settlement would unlikely be the only relevant factor, as made clear by Mahler’s review of the ethnographic literature, which pointed to the role of gender, class, generation, and region, among other factors.

Survey data on Colombian, Dominican, and Salvadoran immigrants in the United States, generated through the Comparative Entrepreneurship and Immigration Project,
has begun to fill in some of these holes. As summarized by Portes, transnationalism is not the normative pattern, but rather the activity of a distinctive immigrant minority:

...mainly the pursuit of solid, family men – educated, well-connected and firmly established in the host country. They, rather than the recently arrived and the downwardly mobile, organize cross-border enterprises; support political parties and civic committees in their countries; and lead the cultural festivities, sports and religious events linking each migrant diaspora with its respective nation (Portes, 2003).

Though tantalizing, these conclusions are from definitive. Caution is warranted, before generalizing beyond the three relatively small, sociologically distinctive populations in question. Not only are these particular groups unlikely to be representative of the Latin American origin population living in the United States; the samples, themselves, are unlikely to be representative of the three specific populations in question, as the survey conducted by the CEIP entailed a significant referral element. As shown by Itzigsohn and Saucedo (2002), levels of transnationalism are generally much higher among the sample’s referral component, as compared to those randomly surveyed.² The interview questions were also heavily geared toward the investigators’ interest in entrepreneurial activity, a minoritarian affair as authors themselves show; data on other likely influences (e.g., language) were not collected; data on legal status (differentiating citizens from legal residents from other residents) were collected, but curiously, not used in the analysis.

Substantively, moreover, knowing about home society-oriented activists tells us but half the tale: to understand just how important “transnationalism” – of whatever form -- may be, we need to assess the relative salience of home society ties relative to those that
connect immigrants to the societies in which they have settled. In seeking to capture the boundedness of the phenomenon, the Portes and his collaborators seem to have neglected the analysis of those aspects of immigrant “here-there” ties and exchanges that are clearly most prevalent, and possibly most important: namely, remittances and travel. As Portes himself has argued that “comparative quantitative studies are necessary to test hypotheses about determinants, forms, and consequences of transnationalism,” there is all the more reason to give these conclusions another look – especially as there is an alternative perspective, generating very distinctive views of the factors that both facilitate and hinder immigrant “here-there” interactions.

An alternative perspective “Immigrant transnationalism,” as described above, enjoys widespread scholarly support. This paper, however, departs from the consensus, building instead on the framework developed by Waldinger and Fitzgerald (2004). Following these authors, networks of people, information, and goods regularly span the boundaries of the state; consequently, we see international migration as a normally recurring phenomenon. Since migration is a transitional process, in which only some of the movers settle and many move back and forth, ongoing connections between “home” and “host” countries are a recurring feature. Put somewhat differently, large flows of remittances, migrant associations raising funds to help hometowns left behind, trains or airplanes filled with immigrants returning home for visits to kin and friends, are features encountered wherever large numbers of international migrants are found throughout the contemporary world.

However, international migration is a not just a social, but a political phenomenon: internal as well as external boundaries are subject to political control by
states, which seek to regulate movement across territorial borders and access to membership in the national collectivity. Consequently, defining "transnationalism" in terms of migrants' "regular and sustained" cross-border activities, as do Portes and his collaborators, gets the cart before the horse, confusing cause with effect. In today's world, international migrants don't come and go as they please. Rather, they do what states and their peoples (explicitly or implicitly) allow: consequently, migration and citizenship politics and policies, largely affected by conditions internal to receiving states, exercise the crucial influence on the "here"-"there" activities of international migrants.

The preferences of nationals, who believe in the idea of national community, also matter. While accepting international migration, nationals want it controlled, making sure that membership is only available to some, and signaling to the newcomers that acceptance is contingent on a transfer of loyalties from home to host state, even though residual ethnic attachments are generally allowed (see Alba and Nee, 2003: 145-53). In general, the ex-foreigners respond positively to this message, concluding that one does better, if one can present oneself just like everyone else. Thus, what the literature calls assimilation is better understood as political re-socialization, in which the foreigners discard one political identity for another, all the while attaching a hyphenated, cultural modifier (of Mexican-, Chinese- Italian-, etc) to the newly acquired national identity (of American).

The conditions affecting the cross-state activities of international migrants are influenced by this complex of conflicting social, as well as political, processes. Among the social factors, settlement is crucial. Over the long term, ties to the home environment
wither: the locus of significant social relationships shifts to the host environment as settlement occurs. However, the impact of settlement does not take a linear form: while remittance activity may decline as nuclear family members move from here to there, settlement often yields material gains that facilitate other forms of involvement or connection in home country affairs.

On the other hand, politics and policies are equally powerful conditioning factors. Given the rise of massive state apparatuses controlling population movements between states (e.g., Torpey, 2001; Ngai, 2004), not everyone can move from “host” to “home” country and back with equal ease, which is why an emphasis on purely social factors does not suffice. Restriction of movement across national borders is an aspect of social closure (Brubaker, 1993), requiring coercive measures deeply at variance with liberalism, as is demonstrated everyday at the U.S.-Mexico border (Cornelius, 2001; Singer and Massey, 1998). While legal status is the crucial ingredient allowing migrants to freely travel home, access to the full panoply of rights entailed in citizenship, is carefully rationed, unavailable to many long-term foreign-born residents, and far more so than liberal political theory would allow (Walzer, 1983).

Put somewhat differently, states “cage” the populations residing on their territory, constraining social ties beyond the territorial divide, while reorienting activities toward the interior (Mann, 1993). Paradoxically, therefore, the acquisition of legal residency or better yet, citizenship, does more than yield unconstrained movement across borders. It also generates engagements with the “host” country’s new political system, from which deeper attachments to the new national people are likely to be made.
Given these myriad, contradictory pressures, many international migrants may engage in trans-state social action of one form or another, but "transnationalism" is a relatively rare condition of being. The complex of possible trans-state activities is also unlikely to come together in a single, coherent cluster, but rather to vary, depending on where a migrant stands on the trajectory of political or social incorporation. Likewise, "transmigrants", understood as a "class of persons," generally do not exist. Furthermore, the types of migrants likely to engage in trans-state social action differ from one from one dimension to one another, with the factors influencing trans-state social action yielding positive effects on some dimensions, and negative effects on others.

**Data, Variables, Analysis**

This section of the paper relies on the 2002 Pew Hispanic Survey, a nationally representative telephone survey of 4,213 adults, 18 years and older, who were selected at random. The design employed a highly stratified, RDD sample, including oversamples of Salvadorans, Dominicans, Colombians, and Cubans; results of the Latino sample were weighted to reflect the actual distribution among Latino adults of country of origin, age, sex, and region. Of those interviewed, 2,929 identified themselves as Latino or Hispanic; of these roughly 3,000 Latino respondents, 1,838 were born outside the United States and its territories (e.g. Puerto Rico). The data reported in this paper pertain exclusively to these foreign-born respondents. The unweighted count of foreign-born respondents, focusing on the majority nationality groups, is displayed in Table 1.

---

Table 1 about here

---
**Dependent Variables:** The 2002 Pew Hispanic Survey focused on a broad range of issues: among others, how members of the Hispanic community identify themselves, their views of the United States, their experiences with discrimination both within the Latino community itself and from non-Hispanic groups, their language abilities and preferences, their economic and financial situations and their experiences within the health care system. Most importantly, the Survey included a large number of standard control variables, as well as items on topics of direct relevance to the question at hand. These items fall into the following categories:

- **Cross-border exchanges and activities:**
  - sending of remittances: respondent regularly sends back money to country of origin (yes/no)
  - travel to home country:
    - respondent has returned to country of birth for a visit at least once since coming to the United States (yes/no);
    - frequency of return travel to home country (at least once a year; once every couple of years; once in five years; less often than that; never)
    - date of last trip home (six months ago; a year ago; two to five years ago; six to ten years ago; before that; never)
  - home country voting: respondent has voted in the home country since moving to the United States (yes/no);

- **Home country attachments and loyalties**
• settlement plans: respondent plans to someday move back to the home country (yes/no);
• self-identified “real homeland”: respondent’s country of birth or U.S.?
• self-described identity: respondent identifies as a home country national (e.g. Salvadoran) or other?

- Participation in U.S. politics (among naturalized citizens only)
  • Respondent is currently registered to vote (yes/no)
  • Voting in U.S.: respondent ever voted in U.S. elections (yes/no)

Independent variables This paper uses a set of standard controls, as well as a set of items reflecting the social and political factors emphasized in the introductory discussion. Means and standard deviations are shown in the appendix.

• National-origin differences: We focus attention on the five largest nationality groups represented in the 2002 Pew Hispanic Survey: Mexicans, Cubans, Dominicans, Colombians, Salvadorans (listed in order of their size in the sample).

Not only do these comprise the major streams of Latin American migration to the United States, each is distinct, both with respect to history, and to organization of the migration stream. Migration from Mexico is the largest, and longest-standing; it is also largely a labor migration, with a significant undocumented component.

The migrations from Cuba and the Dominican Republic are relatively contemporaneous; both emerged almost half a century ago in response to political unrest in the home country, but only the Cubans were recognized as refugees, enjoying a status (and benefits) unparalleled by any other group. Colombian
migration has a strong middle-class component and has largely converged around the greater New York region. Though with roots going back to mid-century, Salvadoran migration accelerated rapidly in the late 1970s, in response to political unrest and then civil war. Scholars view the migration of the 1970s and 1980s as a refugee phenomenon; Salvadoran migration has continued uninterrupted since the advent of the peace accords, having now evolved into a largely economically-motivated phenomenon, propelled in part, by the networks and contacts established by the arrivals of the 1970s and 1980s.

Given the social, political, and historical differences among these different migration streams, one would expect each nationality group to display a distinctive pattern of cross-border exchanges and home/hostland ties. On the other hand, as suggested below, settlement, legal status, and economic status are cross-cutting factors, possibly mitigating the impact of national origin as such. A central question for this paper is whether national origin differences persist, after controlling for the relevant background factors.

In the multivariate analysis, we have constructed dummy variables for Colombians, Cubans, Dominicans, and Salvadorans, as well as a fifth dummy for respondents from all other countries. We entered these dummy variables in the regressions, leaving Mexicans as the omitted category.

- **Settlement**: As argued earlier, social and affective attachments change with settlement. We measure the impact of settlement with two continuous variables: numbers of years that the respondent has lived in the United States; and years squared. As settlement’s impact is likely to take a different form among child
immigrants, whose experience in many ways is more like that of the second, than the first, generation, we add a dummy variable for persons who came to the United States at the age of 12 or younger. As years of residence generally facilitate host country language acquisition, we used responses from four questions regarding reading and speaking ability in Spanish and English to classify respondents by language ability, distinguishing bilinguals (1 if yes, 0 other) from English dominants (1 if yes, 0 other), from Spanish dominants (the omitted category). Theory is unclear as to the impact of language: to the extent that bilingualism is a mechanism of ethnic retention (as argued by Portes and Rumbaut, 2001), one would expect bilinguals to engage in home country ties or home country attachments in ways similar to foreign-language dominants. By contrast, English dominants, unlikely to possess either the capacity to interact with home country nationals and institutions or the affective ties (produced, in part, by mother country proficiency) that would motivate such interaction, are expected to have greatly attenuated home country attachments and interactions.

- **Legal status:** While unauthorized ("undocumented) migrants represent a large proportion of the foreign-born population, the Pew Hispanic survey (like most other such instruments) did not inquire into legal status. However, the survey did ask both about citizenship and about efforts to apply for citizenship, among foreign-born respondents. Consequently, the regressions include dummy variables for citizenship (1=citizen, 0=other) and for non-citizens currently applying for citizenship (1=apply, 0=other). Persons not applying for citizenship or not planning to become citizens comprise the omitted category.
• *Social and economic resources:* In general, higher levels of education and income are associated with higher levels of knowledge of and participation in politics, as well as greater access to bureaucratically controlled resources, such as citizenship. The regressions enter education as a set of dummy variables (primary, some high school, some college, college degree and higher; high school is the omitted category). Data on income were collected in categorical form, with an initial query to identify broad income categories, followed by more specific prompts. However, data were missing for 16.5 percent of the sample; in addition, 3.3 percent of the respondents answering the initial income queries did not respond to the requests for more detailed information, and we recoded these responses as missing. Using the UVIS procedure (Royston, 2004) to impute missing values, we were able to reduce the number of weighted cases missing income data from 394 to 63. Because preliminary analyses showed income to have a generally non-linear impact, we created four dummy variables of low, lower-middle, upper-middle, and upper income, omitting low income (the modal category) from the regressions.

• *Controls:* The regressions also included dummy variables for sex (1 if male), marital status (1 if married), and employment status (1 if employed). In addition, two dummy variables were entered for children in the household: one child; two children or more. Zero children in the household comprises the omitted category. The presence of children could be treated as an indicator of settlement. We note that the survey identifies children living in the respondent’s household, without
indicating whether the respondent is actually the parent of the children residing
there.

**Analysis:** Since the 2002 Pew Hispanic Survey employed a multi-stage clustered
sampling, we used regression procedures specifically designed for complex survey data
available from Stata (StataCorp 2003). These regression procedures use pseudo-
maximum likelihood methods that compute proper standard errors for estimated
coefficients. Where the dependent variable is a dichotomy, we use survey regression
analogs of logistic regression; when the dependent variable is a polytomous variable, we
use survey regression analogs of multinomial regression. To facilitate interpretation,
coefficients are shown as odds ratios. While the regressions only indicate the statistical
significance of the difference for the national origin coefficients relative to the omitted
category (Mexicans), we are interested in the full array of cross-country differences;
consequently, we tested the coefficient for each country against the other, using the Wald
statistics (Stata 2003). Given our interest in the influence of specifically political
variables, we also tested the significance of the two legal status variables (citizenship and
applying for citizenship) as a block, again using the Wald statistic. Results are reported
along with regression results.

**Findings**

*Cross-border exchanges and ties:* Of the three types of cross-border exchanges
identifiable through the Pew Hispanic Survey, travel home is the most common: two-
thirds of all respondents report having taken at least one trip to the home country.\(^5\)
While a large proportion of the sample also sends remittances, most do not: only 47
percent report sending money home regularly. Though many scholars and policymakers
are intensely interested in immigrant home-country political participation, the data suggest that this is at best an incipient development, undertaken by a small minority -- less than one sixth -- of all sample members.

----------

Table 2 about here

----------

Although the overall pattern holds for all groups -- with travel home the most common among all groups, and home country voting the least -- the inter-group comparison highlights differences of both substantive and statistical significance. Dominicans show consistently high, though not necessarily, highest levels of cross-border exchanges, both before and after controls: they are the most likely to send remittances, the most likely to have traveled home at least once, and have a sizeable minority that reports having voted in a home country election. Cubans illustrate the opposite pattern, with (not surprisingly) low levels of home country voting and low levels of home country voting, which, reflecting the settled nature and high naturalization pattern of this group, fall further after controlling for background characteristics. While Salvadorans remit at high rates, the distinctive circumstances, both under which they left their home country and have been incorporated into the United States, appear reflected in low rates of home voting and return travel.

----------

Table 3 and Figures 1-2 about here

----------
While country of origin has a strong effect on all types of cross-border exchanges, both before and after controls, many of the other factors highlighted also come into play. All three types of cross-border exchange are affected by settlement, although in quite different ways. Remittance behavior is the most stable over time, as can be seen in Figure 1, which shows the predicted probabilities for 5 year intervals of settlement in the United States. Although neither years nor years squared yielded significant effects, the migrant life cycle did: setting all other values at the mean, the predicted probability that child migrants would remit was .31 as opposed to .49 for all other foreign-born respondents. Like remittances, home voting also declines over time, though the rate is more rapid, reflecting the strong and statistically significant of years spent in the United States. By contrast, years spent in the United States increase the likelihood of having traveled home at least once, although the threshold is high (predicted probability of .45 for those with five years of residence in the United States, controlling for all other factors). The negative coefficient for child migrants, however, again shows that settlement's impact is mediated by the migrant life cycle: controlling for all other factors, the probability that a child migrant would travel home was .48, as opposed to .65 for all other respondents. In general, English-language acquisition depresses the likelihood of cross-border social exchanges, as best illustrated by the regression on remittances. Moreover, not only do English dominants differ from other respondents in their tendency to disengage from this otherwise prevalent behavior, so too do bilinguals, indicating that continued mother tongue is simply not enough to maintain this particular type of cross-border exchange..

------------------

17
At the zero-order level, citizens are less likely than non-citizens to engage in any of the three cross-border activities on which we focus. While legal status coefficients lose significance once controls for settlement are added to the regressions on home voting and remittances, citizenship continues to exercise a very powerful effect on the probability of travel home. That finding is of substantive significance for proponents of both assimilation and transnationalism, testifying to the distinctively political barriers to cross-border mobility.

As to social resources, they have little effect on home country voting, but influence other cross-border exchanges. Travel home is most likely to take place among the better educated members of the sample; as income has a non-linear effect, higher middle (24 percent of the weighted sample), but not high (12 percent of the weighted sample), income respondents are the most likely to report having taken a trip home. As both low incomes and higher levels of education have negative effects on the sending of remittances, remittance behavior would appear to be most common among the less educated, but economically more successful respondents. Not surprisingly, employment increases the probability of remittance sending.
Home travel: further refinements: As time spent in the United States increases the opportunity to travel, finding that the great majority of long-settled immigrants have returned home at least once yields no surprise. But as much of the literature has stressed the importance of “regular and recurrent” cross-border exchanges, further exploration of the regularity and recency of home country travel is in order. As the survey shows, travel to the home country is generally not a one time event nor a long-ago occurrence. 35 percent of the weighted sample reports having taken a trip within the year prior to the survey; of those who have taken at least one trip since coming to the United States, the proportion of recent travelers is close to forty percent. Moreover, many respondents go back home frequently: 30 percent of the total sample reports traveling home at least once a year, a group that accounts for almost half of those who have taken at least one trip home.

As shown by results of a multinomial logistic regression, years in the U.S. and citizenship have positive (and statistically significant at the .01 level) effects on recency as well as frequency of travel, relative to the odds of not having taken any trip at all. However, as illustrated in Figure 6, the probability of regular travel increases during the first fifteen years of settlement and then levels off; by contrast, the probability of traveling less frequently than once in five years rises almost monotonically over time. Quite a similar pattern can be seen in Figure 7, showing predicted probabilities for recency of the last trip: although some well-settled immigrants continue to be likely to have made a recent trip, long-established immigrants show a clear propensity for travel home of a much more occasional nature. Citizens are also likely to have taken a recent trip, with predicted probabilities of having taken a trip within the past six months at .19 as
opposed to .15 for non-citizens. More relevant, perhaps, are the predictions for frequency of travel, showing that citizenship is closely associated with regular travel: for citizens, the predicted probability of taking a trip at least every year is .29 and every other year is .19

-----------------

Figures 6 & 7 about here

-----------------

Home/host county attachments and loyalties: In contrast to the first set of indicators, which asked respondents about behavior, this set principally concerns their subjective identification with home and host place. We note two distinctions within the set. The first contrasts the purely subjective items with a possible future behavior—namely, plans to move back to the home country. The second involves the two subjective questions, one relating to a sense of home and the second to self-identity.

In general, the survey reveals that, for the majority of respondents, subjective attachment to the country of birth and its people remains strong. 68 percent of all respondents claim to think of themselves as a national first (e.g., Salvadoran first, as opposed to Hispanic or American first) and 61 percent maintain that the country of origin is their “real home.” However, this sense of home country loyalty appears to have an abstract, or perhaps symbolic quality, as only 34 percent of the sample plans to actually move back home.

Once again, the Dominican pattern appears quite distinct. Though not necessarily the highest on either indicator of subjective identification, the Dominicans reveal consistently strong home-country identities, whether measured before or after controls.
More importantly, perhaps, they are the most likely to report plans to move back to the home country, differing, in this respect, at statistically significant levels from all other groups, both before as well as after controls. Once again, the Cubans present the contrasting case, as they are the least likely to express intentions of returning home, all the while retaining a relatively strong subjective home country connection. The impact of controls on the probability of identifying the home country as the "real home" is indicative, in this respect: for Cubans probabilities rise, reflecting the retention of home country ties among the more settled members of this group.

Once again, other factors are influential, yielding effects that generally track the predictions developed above, though with several exceptions. In their home country attachments, child migrants turn out to be no different from other respondents. By contrast, years of residence in the United States have a powerful effect on all three indicators, although baselines differ. After five years of settlement, the probability that a respondent will report a plan to move home is already below .5; at the same point in time, however, the probability of identifying the home country as the "real home" is just above .8. That view then changes dramatically with time: at 25 years of residence, the probability of identifying the home country as the "real home" is barely 2 in 5. Note the much lesser impact of settlement on self-identity, as well as the flattening of the curve after ten years of settlement in the United States, suggesting that self-definition can persist, even when home (whether real and imagined) has changed. That interpretation is underscored by the coefficients for language, which show that bilinguals and, especially English dominants, neither plan to move home nor think of the country of birth as their
"real home." On the other hand, neither language coefficient has any impact on self-
identity.

Legal status is also influential. As compared to non-citizens who are not applying
for citizens, applicants are less likely to plan a move home or to identify as nationals.
While citizenship has no impact on any of the three attachment indicators, as a block, the
legal status variables do have a significant, negative effect (at the .1 level) on self-
identity. While social resources seem to have no patterned effect on plans to move home
or sense of home, income has a strong, positive impact on the retention of identity,
consistent with theories of symbolic ethnicity (Gans, 1979), which would suggest that
ethnic options are a leisure time activity, most easily retained among those with the
greatest resources.

**Participation in U.S. politics:** The last two indicators concern participation in
U.S. politics, responses only come from persons who have become naturalized citizens
during their stay in the United States, a group that comprises 30 percent of the weighted
sample. At 6 percent, citizenship levels are very low among persons who arrived after
1990, rising steadily with years spent in the United States; of those who came in the
sixties or earlier, 80 percent are now U.S. citizens. Overall, a relatively high proportion
(82 percent) of the naturalized respondents report that they have registered to vote; while
a lower proportion, just under three quarters, reporting having ever voted, both indicators
show that participation in U.S. politics greatly exceeds self-reported levels of home
country voting.

Given the selective pressures produced by U.S. naturalization requirements (both
formal and informal), inter-group differences are relatively slight, both as regards
registration and voting. Cubans, not surprisingly, show the highest levels of both registration and voting. Mexicans, by contrast, have relatively low levels of both registration and voting, lagging (at statistically significant levels) behind Cubans with respect to registration and behind both Cubans and Dominicans with respect to voting.

Settlement proves to be a powerful factor, notwithstanding the selective pressures exercised by the naturalization process. Among citizens, registration and voting both rise sharply with years spent in the United States: after ten years of residence, the predicted probability of registration is .24 and of voting .2; after 25 years of residence, the predicted probability of registration and voting are .93 and .87, respectively. The impact of social resources is less clear cut, though, as compared to respondents with a high school degree, persons with some college are more likely to be registered, and those with a college degree are more likely to vote than those with either a high school degree or primary schooling.

Conclusion

Like the turn of the 20th, the turn of the 21st century is an age of mass migration, with large numbers of people seeking to move from poor to richer countries. To get from one place to another, the migrants make use of the one resource on which they can almost always count – namely, support from one another, which is why social connections between veterans and prospective movers lubricate the migration process.

In the mythology of the classic countries of immigration, the newcomers are arriving in order to build a life in the new land. In reality, it is often not the case, as the migrants instead want to take advantage of the gap between rich and poorer places in order to accumulate resources designed to be used upon return back home. Although
some migrants eventually act on their plans, for others return turns out to be a myth, as 
roots get established in the country of arrival, whether wanted or not.

Given the centrality of migrant networks, the myriad of migration strategies, and 
the uncertain, transitional nature of the migration process, connections linking origin and 
destination places are ubiquitous, no less characteristic of today’s age of mass migration 
than that of the past. But if the ongoing advent of new arrivals keeps here-there 
connections refreshed, the long-term tendency involves the attenuation of those contacts, 
as relevant social ties and loyalties get transplanted from old to new homes. Moreover, 
the potential to maintain contacts to the home country (and hometown) is impeded by 
states’ ever more vigorous efforts at control migratory movements, putting up barriers at 
the territorial frontier, and creating blockages for those migrants who have crossed into 
the state’s territory but have not yet managed to become a member of the state’s people. 
In effect, receiving states engage in a two-fold capture, taking hold of the loyalties of 
those settled immigrants who enjoy secure legal status, while placing unauthorized 
immigrants, afraid of the risks of another illegal border crossing, in a sort of territorial 
confinement. States’ continued success at caging is shown by the results for citizens, 
who are at once the immigrants most likely to engage in the sort of regular and recurrent 
cross-border activities supposedly characteristic of “transnationalism,” and yet otherwise 
the most detached from home country loyalties and affairs.

Consequently, while trans-state social action is a pervasive feature of any 
international migration, transnationalism is a rare condition of being and transmigrants an 
uncommon class of persons. International migrants from Latin America to the United 
States do maintain a broad range of “here-there” connections; however, they do so in a
variety of ways, as we have shown in this paper. As a rule, cross-border activities and exchanges do not cluster together. Thus, the sending of remittances is most extensively undertaken by new arrivals, with frequency diminishing as settlement in the United States grows. By contrast, better settled migrants, possessing secure legal status are more likely to engage in those cross-border activities involving physical presence in the home country. However, the same factors that facilitate the easy back and forth movements on which a transnational condition of being might depend also produce deeper engagements with the destination country. Though movement to the United States has given migrants the leverage to open up home country elections to non-resident voting, relatively few show much interest. Notwithstanding all the factors impeding participation in U.S. politics – most notably recency of arrival and the barriers to the acquisition of citizenship – respondents’ self-reports indicate that voting in U.S. elections exceeds voting in home country elections.

In the end, few of the Latin American newcomers to the United States end up as “transmigrants.” While symbolic ethnicity remains strong – as evidenced by respondents’ persistent propensity to identify themselves in home, rather than, host country terms – the newcomers are no less aware of the fact that the future is to be found in the United States. Of course, it is no surprise to discover that the immigrants are realists. The only question is why the professional students of immigration refuse to see it their way.
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Notes


2. Itzigsohn and Saucedo explain that “about a third of the sample (37.7 percent) was selected through referrals and snowball chains with different points of entry. The reason for the purpose selection of one third of the sample was that the principle focus of the survey was to study transnational practices. The referral section of the sample attempted to reach people who engage in transnational practices to ensure that there were enough cases of transnational migrants in the sample (Itzigsohn and Saucedo, 2002: 769).” As they show in the appendix to the article, the level of transnational practices was consistently higher within the referral than within the block sample: for example, 46 percent of the referral sample participated occasionally or regularly in a hometown association, versus 14 percent of the random sample; 45 percent of the referral sample sent money for projects in a hometown versus 14 percent of the random sample; 31 percent of the random sample participated in local sports clubs linked to the home country versus 10 percent of the random sample; and 60 percent of the referral sample participated in charity organizations linked to the home country versus 15 percent of the random sample. The two samples also differed along other variables, likely to influence the outcomes: e.g., citizens comprised 50 percent of the referral sample but only 24 percent of the random sample; highly educated persons (with 13 or more years of schooling) made up 63 percent of the referral sample but only 26 percent of the block sample; and men were 70 percent of the referral sample but only 45 percent of the random sample. Thus, Portes’ description of the traits of the “transnationals” (as quoted in the previous paragraph) seems to largely reflect the characteristics of the members of the referral sample.

3. To which Glick-Schiller and Levitt (2006) provide a response.


5. All data reported in this paper have been weighted.

6. Calculated at the mean value of all controls, and the corresponding value of the squared term for years (e.g., 25, 100, 225, etc)

7. Detailed table available on request from the authors.
Table 1: Country of origin of respondents: 2002 Pew Hispanic Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other countries</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,838</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2002 Pew Hispanic Survey; unweighted count
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
<th>Migrant</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Voting Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
<td>High School</td>
<td>U.S. Citizen</td>
<td>Migrant</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$60,000</td>
<td>Bachelor's</td>
<td>U.S. Citizen</td>
<td>Migrant</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>$70,000</td>
<td>Master's</td>
<td>U.S. Citizen</td>
<td>Migrant</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
<td>Doctorate</td>
<td>U.S. Citizen</td>
<td>Migrant</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Logistic Regression Results
Table 3: 
Significance of differences: Colombians, Cubans, Dominicans, Salvadorans compared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Votes in home election</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>DR</th>
<th>Col</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sends remittances</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>DR</th>
<th>Col</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Made at least one trip to home country</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>DR</th>
<th>Col</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plans to move back to home country</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>DR</th>
<th>Col</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Real home is home country</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>DR</th>
<th>Col</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Is home country national first</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>DR</th>
<th>Col</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>Is home country national first</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>Real home is home country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>Plans to move back to home country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Made at least one trip to home country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>Sends remittances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>Votes in home country elections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6: Frequency of travel: predicted probabilities
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Figure 7: Recency of last trip: predicted probabilities
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